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This latest tri-specific iteration of the hugely popular Trek Madone 
road line is an absolute joy to pedal: a super-stiff yet responsive frame 
yields easy acceleration and the aero-geometry makes it incredibly 
comfortable to ride in the drops—in fact, it’s so much fun to ride from 
that position that you’ll want to stay there. The way this bike comes 
preloaded with an aerobar setup feels like the perfect compromise 
between a tri bike and a road bike: You’ve got the easy speed that 
comes from an aero-led design, but all the comfort that comes from 
being on a road setup. The Bontrager Aeolus Pro 5 wheels help round 
out a slick, speed-oriented package, as do the brake and gearing 
cables, all of which are neatly hidden and routed through the frame. 
The Shimano Ultegra hydraulic disc brakes deliver sharp, crisp braking, 
and the 50/34 compact gearing certainly helps make climbing easier. If 
and when it comes time to race, you can easily attach and remove the 
Speed Concept mono bar extensions to maximize your aero position, 
making this a triathlete’s dream road bike. 

Much like Ventum, Quintana Roo has been an almost exclusive 
tri brand until recently, but their new super-slick road bike, the 
SRfive, packs a lot of features in a bike that starts at $3,000 for 
a Shimano 105 mechanical build with hydraulic disc brakes. The 
Ultegra Di2 version we tested with HED Vanquish Carbon 6GP 
wheels is a race-ready setup that needs nothing more than a pair 
of clip-on aerobars to make it one of the most balanced handling 
bikes we tested. With excellent details like a handpainted-in-the-
U.S.A. frame that almost completely hides all cables, lots of color 
options, and a direct-to-consumer model that includes a 98% 
ready-to-ride boxed build, this bike is exciting and affordable. The 
bump absorption on this setup was second only to the Roubaix, 
while the acceleration was still very good. This is the all-rounder.

Road Mode
Tri bikes aren’t for everybody—so we take a look at a wide range of road bike options that 

work well for tri training or racing.
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In these pages we usually review and talk about tri-specific bikes and frames, but not everyone wants—or should have—a tri 
bike. For those who only want to own one bike, something that works for training, centuries, group rides, and tri races of all 
distances, a road bike is actually a much better option. For those who don’t want to—or can’t—maintain a deep aerodynamic po-
sition, finding something comfortable with a standard drop bar (and maybe a set of clip-on aerobars) could be the right choice. 
Here, Triathlete’s editors have hand-picked, tested, and reviewed six tri-worthy road bikes at a range of prices and features.
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